
eGuide
A new concept of guided tour

 eGuide is similar to a portable telephone equipped with a 
standard memory card on which audio information is stored. You can 
consult it like a simple phone call. 
eGuide ables all of your visitors of laying out relevant information and 
explore your museum or exhibition as they desire. eGuide is an 
infallible multilingual guide ! 
Up to 9 languages in the same device.

As simple as a phone call...

 eGuide is made from electronic components resulting from the 
most recent technologies. 
 It is equipped with a powerful ultra miniature memory card 
offering huge storage capacities up to 1 GB, means 64 hours of 
message. Very small and very advantageous, these cards are already 
successfully used in multiple applications such as pocket computers, 
digital cameras, ...
eGuide is a new way of museum visits and guidance. 

Much more than a phone...

 The cards can be recorded with any PC without any particular 
hardware or software, except a standard MMC card reader. 
To update the contents of eGuide it's enough to withdraw the card. 
Then place it in the reader, copy the audio files and finally insert it 
back into the e-Guide. In the same device several languages and two 
interpretations e.g. adults & children can be stored. 

Easy contents management...
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A Japanese, a Greek and a Dane stand in front of a Pablo 
Picasso’s painting.   
A phone in the hand, they observe and admire his work. 
A not necessarily abstract scene.
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Great autonomy...
 The consumption of this device is particularly low. Such a level of consumption enables 
you to reload it every two days, which increases the lifespan of the batteries. Those are of the 
latest generation and have an  extended life compared to other similar products.

eGuide in short
User friendly : dial the reference number of          
the desired comment and press on play. That's 
all ! eGuide is equipped with an ultra powerfull             
memory card able to store all audio             
information you wish.
It's a very flexible tool: parameterize it 
yourself with no need of sophisticated or 
expensive equipment.
eGuide, up to 64 hours of comment and 
background music in only one device. From 1 to 
9 different languages. 
Time to reinvent the concept of the guided 
tour !
Function keys : Pause, Repeat, Volume, etc ... 
Robust and inviolable phone case.
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